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Getty If you've recently moved or maybe entered a new phase of life, you know how personal communication can help facilitate transitions. As family and friend groups become more spread out, people are lonelier than ever, according to research by Jessica Carbino, a sociologist and relationship specialist for social app Bumble. Sound
familiar? Download the solution: Social apps like the ones here can help you earn a date and/or make platonic friends. Many apps aimed at friendship target a particular demographic or lifestyle interest so users have easy text message topics and can forge bonds. People are trying these apps when they move to a new area, online and
make friends while traveling, says Rachel Katz, a doctoral student at the University of Manchester who studies dating apps. So whether you're looking for a new social circle or you just want to expand the one that you have, downloading any of these 7 friendship apps is a great place to start. Advertising - Continue reading below 1
Nextdoor DOWNLOAD NOWIt has never been easier to be a new kid on the block. The GH Media and Tech Lab has tested Nextdoor, a private social network exclusively for your neighborhood, and found that this is an amazing way to use your neighbors to recommend, sell and evaluate the quality of household items (think it's a virtual
yard sale), get local news, and shape relationships with other residents in an organic way. Since Nextdoor is a location-based app, neighbors often come face to face to exchange goods, and meeting in the real world gives them the opportunity to learn about each other and discover commonalities, says Jenny Mayfield Nextdoor. 2 Hey!
Vina DOWNLOAD NOW named Tinder for (girl) friends, hey! Vina allows swipes the right to make new friends or join communities of people who have similar interests. You can also take quizzes and read articles. Founders Olivia June and Jen Aprahamian have created an app to help empower women who love to travel, have just moved
to new cities, and so on. 3 Bumble BFF DOWNLOAD NOWCreted by the popular dating app Bumble, their Service BumbleBFF is designed to help you make platonic friendships pretty much exactly the same. Create a profile with photos and an ad, and then view other users' profiles. Swipe left if you want to pass, or right if you want to
connect. 4 Peanut DOWNLOAD NOWBeing Mom is one of the toughest jobs in the world, so peanuts aim to help moms who feel isolated connect with others. The app uses swipes left, swipes the right model and serves matches based on your interests, and the age of your children. There's also a forum where moms can ask questions
and share knowledge. 5 Meetup DOWNLOAD NOWMeetup will help you make a bunch of new friends at a time. Discover organized groups of people with similar interests, from softball to corgi knitting, and join any of the planned meetings. You Are You also search for groups that are working towards the same goal as running a
marathon or learning how to cook. 6 BarkHappy DOWNLOAD NOWNow you can find a new friend for both you and Fido. The location-based BarkHappy app will help you connect with nearby dogs and organize dens with their owners. For future dog date ideas, check out the app's map, which lists dog friendly businesses and local dog
friendly events. 7 Friender DOWNLOAD NOWIf you've already met the love of your life by spending right, now you can swipe to discover the perfect rock climbing buddy. When you create your Profile on Friender, you'll select your favorite events from a list of 130 options, and the app will send you the suggested matches that have at least
one favorite activity shared with you. This content is created and supported by a third party and is imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io With the latest developments in the coronavirus pandemic, many passengers are
cancelling or modifying their upcoming flights. While most airlines have relaxed the cancellation policy, this process can be misleading when changing flights booked through an online travel agency, or OTA. When you book with agencies such as Travelocity, Orbitz or Priceline, you essentially agree with both OTA and airline terms, and
many travelers may feel caught in limbo between OTA and the airline. Under normal circumstances, it is difficult to make changes to non-refundable flights booked through a third party agency. However, in light of travel disruptions from COVID-19, booking sites have implemented a relaxed policy to help travelers in these unprecedented
times. Get answers about incentive checks, debt relief, travel policy changes and managing your finances. What you need to know about the cancellation of a flight scheduled for May 31, 2020. Don't worry about the call: With the onslaught of call volume and extended retention time, OTAs have sent out a call for customers to refrain from
calling to make changes if you are not scheduled to fly in the next 72 hours. Cancellation of chat: Agencies such as Orbitz have implemented a virtual agent that will guide you through the cancellation process and answer other questions. Cancel online with My Trips: Most agencies have added new options to change or cancel your trip
online. Using Manage My Trip or a similar option allows you to make changes without having to call. Send cancellation request form: Some OTAs, such as Orbitz, offer the option online forms for cancellation. Just turn on your route number, email and phone number to send. Once the form is complete, you will receive confirmation by
email. Cancellation with the airline directly: If contacting your online travel agency gets you nowhere, nowhere, connecting with the airline directly. You can track the airline's locator number through your email confirmation route. Even if you have booked through OTA, some airlines can help you directly. Keep in mind that if your flight is
cancelled by the airline, many third-party sites will give you a refund. Orbitz recently posted on Twitter that if an airline cancels your flight, there is no need to call. They will automatically return the cost of your flight back to the original payment form. Read more: Ask Nerd points: When it will make sense to travel againIf your flight is
scheduled after May 31, 2020 Travel agencies are urging you to check closer to the departure date before cancelling your trip, as standard cancellation penalties can apply. If you are planning a trip after May 31 and still want to cancel your flight, it is best to contact the airline directly to make changes. The essence of the virus pandemic
changes the guidelines of travel, and new policies are evolving daily. So, it may be wise to wait until your travel date is nearing the cancellation or change of your flight. Make sure to check with your airline and online travel agency for the latest policy changes. How to maximize your rewards Free Online Phone Books are available on
websites like WhitePages.com, 411.com and AnyWho.com. Tools on these websites search for public records databases to find contact information for the name the person was looking for. These tools are free to use and do not require an account or any registration. To find your phone number using a free online phone book, enter the
name and location of the person you're trying to find. If there is more than one entry on the list, check for more information to find the right person. Additional information may include possible relatives and age range. Every so often, lottery fever sweeps the nation and everyone wants to get their hands on a potentially record-breaking
lottery ticket. If buying a ticket is not easy for you for any reason, perhaps because you are home or not in the country at the moment, buying lottery tickets online seems like an easy solution. Can I buy lottery tickets online? Is it legal? Is it safe? The United States government, like most other governments around the world, largely
regulates how lottery tickets can be bought and sold because the potential for fraud is so high. Only U.S. citizens spend billions of dollars on lottery tickets each year, so it's important to make sure that tickets are valid and that the promised prizes are indeed awarded. Without these safeguards, we would have many more cases where
sold, but when the winning numbers come up, the buyer was unlucky because the ticket was tampered with and the seller just pocketed the money. Or where retailers provide They only sell losing tickets to customers. To counteract these scams, lottery retailers must be licensed. What they have to do to get a license varies by state, but it
is common that retailers must have a criminal background check to get a license to make sure they are not involved in any crime or illegal gambling schemes, and that they must place hefty bonds to ensure that their tickets are rewarded fairly. Now, if people can buy lottery tickets online, it opens the door to flying at night organizations that
can benefit customers on a large scale and then disappear overnight when they are caught. Because of this high risk to consumers, there are laws in the United States and many other jurisdictions that restrict or prohibit online lottery sales. However, this does not mean that it is completely illegal or impossible in the United States. There
are two types of lottery laws in the United States: federal and state laws. Federal law is pretty clear that buying or selling lottery tickets by mail is illegal and punishable by fines or imprisonment. 18 U.S. Code No. 1302 states: Anyone who knowingly deposits by mail, or sends or delivers by mail... Any lottery ticket... any check, project, bill,
money, postal note, or cash order, to purchase any ticket... should be fined... or jailed for no more than two years. But the internet has opened up new ways for people to buy tickets remotely. The Internet is not covered by a postcode, so can we just move on to state laws? Not exactly. For years, a federal law that has prevented online
lottery sales for years is the Interstate Wire Act of 1961, which states: Anyone who does business bets or bets knowingly uses a means of wired to transfer in interstate or foreign trading rates or bets or information, assisting in betting or betting on any sporting event or competition , or for the transfer of wire communication, which entitles
the recipient to receive money or credit as a result of a bet or bet, or for information assisting in betting or betting, must be fined under this name or imprisoned for no more than two years, or both however, in December 2011, the Ministry of Justice issued the opinion that the federal wire law applies specifically to sports betting Their ruling
stated: In a 13-page opinion dated September 20, 2011, the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) concluded that federal anti-gambling regulations did not prohibit states from selling lottery tickets The Internet because the law bans only internet broadcasts that relate to sporting events or contests. This has opened the door for states to
consider whether they should offer online lottery ticket sales. Even with a federal law allowing online lottery sales, many states were actually do it. In addition to the risks of fraud, there are other problems. For example, it is much more difficult to guarantee that tickets are not sold to people under the age of majority to buy tickets. In
addition, states risk losing sales tax from people who go to a store or gas station to buy a lottery ticket and end up making a few other purchases while they're there. Currently, six states offer legal online lottery purchases: GeorgiaKentuckyIllinoisMichiganNew HampshirePennsylvania In 2014, Minnesota became the very first state to offer
online lottery games; however, a year later, they pulled out all the games and stopped selling lottery tickets online. Many of the participating states have strict restrictions on ticket sales; for example, only allows residents to buy tickets online. With offline sales, you should physically present, but you don't have to live in the state or even be
a U.S. resident. In addition, most states offer only a few games. Powerball, for example, can only be bought online from Illinois or Georgia, while Californians can use the lottery app to let someone buy Powerball tickets for them. If you decide to try your hand at playing the lottery online, make sure you do your due diligence before buying
tickets. Keep in mind that residents of most of the United States cannot legally buy lottery tickets online. Keep up with websites that seem to allow you to buy tickets, but which actually gives you the ability to bet on the result of a lottery draw. Don't fall in love with the hype or promises made by lottery apps and websites. Your safest option
is to go through the official state lottery website if one is available to you. Make sure you know which company you are handing over your money to, and research any website carefully before committing. Make.
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